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Weather Control Weapons Behind California And World Disasters
The situation is from all reports the wild fires that hit California where caused by direct energy
weapons that are used with weather control technology. The information below will show the
reality of this technology does exist and the weather situation in California is artificially created
and did not conform to natural laws of weather science that would normally bring about such
weather situation. Many witnesses in California report seeing phenomena in the sky that is
documented to be associated with weather control technology. This is also happening not just in
California but elsewhere around the world such as Greece and Sweden where also attacked
with Direct Energy Weapons. And in the same way. The American government used weather
control during the Vietnam war to cause monsoon's to flood regions populated by the Viet Con
forces. The global heat waves are also being caused by this along with the flooding's and
strange weather in general. Even hail storms in summer.
Note there is a direct attempt to censor any and all information about this by the Free Press.
The enemy is causing these disasters and insane weather to attempt to help bring about their
Biblical prophecies in the mass mind of the end times. They are doing this while pushing for a
greater world war. This is being done as a mass ritual to generate energy in the mass mind they
can then program and direct for their world government program. If one notes the "Black Death"
in Medieval Europe which wiped out a large part of the population was brought about by artificial
means as well. Many reports that survive from the time state seeing hovering lights in the sky
and then a fog would roll in and everyone would get sick with this. One city survived because
they saw the lights in the sky and the mist rolled in. They started large bon fires in the city to
burn out the mist because they knew what this meant because it was always happened when
the plague showed up. Others obvious started to do this and it reduced the effects. Others
stated they saw strangely dressed being spraying something on the crops and the air and then
everyone got sick with this. Some reported these beings coming in flying craft. Keep in mind
reports have stated they found the remains of an enemy Grey in the Vatican buried under the
floor of an ancient chapel in Vatican City. Other reports from inside the Vatican mention their is
a cabal of these Reptilian Greys there all the time directing things.
The Black Death was happening as the enemy program of Christianity was starting to lose
control in the population. The mass hysteria and fear this caused in the public created a
fundamentalist movement that consider this the end times and allowed the enemy to keep
control of the population.
In Nuremberg in 1561 an ariel dog fight between UFO ships was recorded by the members of
the city they even created images of it:

There are also many painting and even some historical records documenting UFO sightings
during the Black Death as well. What else are the same hovering lights. The enemy has been at
this for awhile.
With the current events.
Many people have also reported that laser weapons are being used from the air. Numerous
video's have documented this happening.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Slg8p0zWJa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGELCTS5rH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtnO2Nz ... e=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smDsWOrrpY0

The situation is this technology does exist:

https://www.aircrap.org/2018/08/16/sola ... r-control/
"Solaren Corp. is based in Manhattan Beach, CA. They holds two patents for transmitting
microwave directed energy from space to pinpoint locations on earth.
1 – Under patent US7612284B2 , a solar-powered satellite will generate a powerful microwave

radio frequency beam focused on an array of collector antennas where it will be transformed to
electrical power supplied to PG&E (Pacific Gas and Electric)
2- Under patent US20110204159A1, a solar-powered satellite will generate a powerful
microwave radio frequency beam to control the weather by heating deployments of aluminum
oxide or other conductive particulates, sprayed from aircraft. The patent describes methods of
steering and changing the intensity of a hurricane.
The Guardian: It was reported on April 16, 2009 that a California solar energy firm – Solaren –
plans to construct “orbiting solar farms” that will harvest electricity in space. Each “farm” would
be a set of solar panels in outer space that would beam enough clean energy back to Earth to
power half a million homes. Solaren’s specific plans (Patent US7612284B2) are to put an array
of solar panels around 22,000 miles above the earth’s equator using existing rocket technology
and then convert the power generated into microwave radio-frequency transmissions. The
microwaves would be beamed back down to antennae in Fresno, California and then converted
into electricity and fed into the PG&E power grid. Mirrors would focus sunlight on solar cells,
generating electrical power. The electricity would be converted into microwaves suitable for
transmitting through Earth’s atmosphere at frequencies of 2.45 or 5.8 GHz. For comparison,
2.45 GHz is the same frequency as your kitchen microwave, Wi-Fi, Blue tooth etc. (More)
An interesting coincidence involves what could be called ‘Russian collusion’. On August 12,
2016 the Russian Federation’s Federal Service for Intellectual Property announced the issuance
of a key Space Solar Power (SSP) system patent to Solaren Corporation. This suggests that
Russia is developing – or has already deployed an SSP and that Solaren required technical
help from Russia in order to contract service to PG&E.
The coincidence continues when a 2011 email form a PG&E officlal, Brian K Cherry, announced
the antenna receptor site would be moved from the Mojave desert to Sebastopol."
Follow the Slothz search engine to:
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com
http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: Weather Control Weapons Behind California Disasters
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The Jewish elites know they are losing their control on the world and they want to bring about
their self created prophecy of the end times which ends with a global jooclear war that destroys
the Gentile nations and out of the ashes of they want to create their Messiah Kingdom of a one
world government. If they don't get this sooner then later they know they are fooked.

Artanis wrote:"The Black Death" was used by the Enemy when they were starting to lose
control with Christianity on Europe.

And now their using Weather Control Weapons to radicalize the weather across the globe?
Because their losing control of Us through Christianity and Islam right?

Re: Weather Control Weapons Behind California Disasters
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Its well known and documented in history the Jooz got caught red handed throwing plague
bodies into the Gentile water supplies. This is one reason so many pogroms against jooz
happened around this time. The jooz mention one of their jooz got the plague and purposely
went to as many cities and towns it could to spread it to as many of the Gentiles as possible.
There the jooz is helping their alien masters.

Edelwise wrote:So, it wasn't the poisoning of the wells?

Re: Weather Control Weapons Behind California Disasters
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I did an article on Japan and the information showed HAARP activity was in use at the time in
the region of the tidal wave that hit Japan. Also it seems the reactors were sabotaged by within
the systems that caused the melt down and some traced this back to an Israeli company. After
the disaster the international jooz banking stepped in and tried to get a debt lending control over
Japan. The Japanese are not stupid People and they have been one of the biggest opponents
the Jooz have had.

BoRn of fire wrote:I suspect the same was done to Japan years ago

